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The Cuervo Clipper,

JOB WORK.
Volume 3
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MONEWIN,

YOU SHOULD
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THERE
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JlAVETfi GOODS

Tom Gragg came in from
Esquire Vancuren was in town
Roswell Thursday and brought a Thursday all crippled up but ha
claims that it was not caused
load of apples with him.
by
the
election returns.
Doll Dobbins and son were at
M r.
Dudleya Tucsday.
Mr. C, L Williams, of Alamo
F. M. and E. E Lyle took W. was in tqwa Thursday
wanting to
Powers and his brother-in-lato sell ffve pork hogs. He wg ak
Cuervo Friday to take the train for
I"g 8 cents grosa or live weight.
Mo.
Mr Powers expects to
We learn from Prof. H
return soon with his family.
tight

j

A

TO SUPPLY YOUR WAfiTS

i"

t

J

that 93 scholars tttva b:e i enrjll.
Gragg is going to
diitths
Cnrvi tjVnU.
schOol at Perkins, school house.
Who
Mr. Chas. Bullock was visiting said Cuervo would nut becouxi :vi
educational center.
M. Lyle Thursday.
Miss

n

i
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You will grow old; vour earning power will fail.
Few men
are so prosperous today that they can afford to overlook this.
Are you Kettiug ready for old age? Ttia day you start a saving
account you will feel younger and happier,
Try it begin now.
We will pay you 4 percent interest on the monsy you deposit
in our bank and compound the interest
every six months,

THE

THEY NOT ONLY HAVE A COMPLETE LINE

Lyle and daughter
Karl D. Jones of tb
'sited Mrs, Reed Thursday,
Lumber Company sold
Mr. A. Montgomery was in Cuervo
"umber
10 Mr. B

THEY

Saturday.
Mr. Hanshaw

HAVE

N. M.

to

BUGGIES, WAGONS, WINDMILLS, PUMPS

Capital and Surplus 855,000

Weut

THEY SELL CHEAP FOR CASH.

Your Trade

OUR OBJECT In advertising
If there i business of any kind

Abbott News.

Co.
Big Jo Lumber
O. JONES,

Haile Items

The mill runs every day
John Woodward and Joe
last Sunday.
haye moved to Cuervo.
Collin8
Mr, J
oi little
Mr. Vancuren is reported. on
Saturday.
sick list this week. We hope he daughter and Miss Mae Keeter
Mixs Qrpha Powers who has
will soon be able to attend Sunday were visiting at Martin Lyles'
been staying with her sister, Mrs
'
Tuesday.
sciiool again.
Dobbins
returned home
Mr. Joe Dobbins is closing out Joe
W. T. Gragg and T. G. No whn
.
Friday.
his merchandise and packing
up
left th.s week for Roswell.
Tom Prige was out in the Haile
rendy to leave,
News is scarce tnia week so our
Mrs. A, Montgomery's grand neighborhood Thursday.
report must be short.
Henry Woodward returned from
mother left Saturday,
John Duly.
Tucumcari
Mr. Woodwatd. Mr.
and
Faiday.
Tiro. Minor preached an interesting sermon at the icbool house

Mgr.

tkX

r

U?e Cuervo Drug Store
Woodburn

..

&

Wood burn, Props.

Drugs, Chemicals, Sundries
Kcdaks and
Tobacco, Cigars,
Kodak Supplies

Patent Uladicines,

PERSCBIPT10NS COMPOUNDED DAY OR NIGHT

;'

Hyde

Miss

Ora

E

visitors Friday,
Mr. Doll, Dobbins and Mr. W
News in this part of the new
Young went to Santa Rosa Thurs
state is very scarce
on business,
1
For DRY GOODS. SHOF. HAK
Mr. Heckathorn. wife and Mr. day
fUD5
NUMLY UHUKiES. n PF.MSU4RIT
Fred Lyle is breaking sod.
Through gome mistake on our
Smith, after a few days visit at ,
AND ALL KINDS t)F RACKET GOODS.
Mr. Joe. Obanon and family part the above items were mis
home have returned to where
His prices are always right.
and for that reason they
&
Messers Heckathorn and Smith spent Sunday evening at Martin placed
did
not appear m last weeks issue.
Lyle's.
are drilling wells near Conant.
The
ones
were
in
that
Cuervo
E'litor.
W. C. HAWKINS
Mr. B, B. Black and son Jew
SEE
from
this
U. S. COMMISSIONER
neighborhood Saturday
are here from Wise Co. Texas they
Nn charge for making
are as follows: Martin Lyle and
LOCAL ITEMS- application
to make final proof
regardless have bought the Wm. Phans son, Mrs. W. B. Davis
FOR FRESH STAPLE
FAIiGY
Earl
and,
of where testimony is heard
Mrs.
Black and other
Evert. Ballew was in Cuervo
or where notice is published. place.
GROCERIES.
Buff Caruahan, Wedne-daGray and wife,
y
on a business mission.
will
children
be
here in a few days Tom
Information given ray patrons
Gragg, and Allen Powers.
free and cheerfully.
Mr, Black is well pleased with his
Mr. Allen
Mr. S, F, Nixon was in town
Squire Vancuren,
Republican Building
'
M
N.
Montoya,
DR
place and will erect a nice three Powers, and Mr. Barber have
C.'WOODFURN,
Wednesday on a busiaeas mission.
room dwelling goon,
been hauling wood.
FOR
Fied and E. 0. Lyle. were here
Mr. A. Potter is in Amorilla,
From the looks of A. J. Lyle
land business Wednesday.
on
FRESH. PURE CREAM Texas at work.
part leg there must be a cross dog

See B. F. LANDERS

!

'
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AC.

SMITH

J.

Physician and

Surgeon.

Phone No. 9.

BUTTER. SEE

At the Drug1 Store. ,
Practice in Cuervo and

Will

Sur- -

rounding Country.

J.

J.M. Smith,
Delivers Every Wednesday
Anywhere In Town.
He

T. STONE M. D.

GRADUATE TENNESSEE
MEDICAL COLLEGE
Physician

Eye, Ear,

and Surgeon.
Nose and throat

as a specialty
Office At Hotel Oklahoma

N.M.,

Cuervo,

Tucumcari Hospital
Private

J.

Surgeon in charge
TUCUMCARI, N.

ohiained in all oountriw OK NO FEE,
Caveats And CoDTrurlitirtiriir.
lmei'du. rtfiKi nitttm,
onei or rnot.o, for
FREE RCPOHTon natentabilUv. Patent Draot- BANK RKFERENOC1.
iMwxeliisively.
Send 4 oenU in stuiutw for our two invaluable
books on HOW TO OBTAIN and BILL PATENTS, W hiv.h mm will ptT, How to get a part
nw, patent law and other valuable uuormatioD,
proinvtf y

D.

R. Thomson, M, D,

SWIFT & CO.
Lawyers,
patent
St., Washington,

,303 Seventh

M.

.

of
near Buxton for a
three
large
ropmed house last Wednesday.
W C Hawkius, of
was here Wednesday

com-mntati-

D. C.

been granted
absence and gone to Okla.

took

quite a bunch
through Haila to Ruth.

close.

the

.wish,

Success to

the CHipper ,js

of of
Rattlesnake Pete,,

Gunstcame in Wecnesday
Las Vegas looking as viipr

ous as ever.

He reports that Mr
Gmiat, is getting along nicely sia : i
she was operated on by the
physicians. She is able to be
up
part of the time now.
Granville
was

in

Downing, of Alamo
town Thursday and re

'

dozen oomming.
We understand
be is a wolf hunter.

Jmnes T. Sells who hves nouth
of town was arrested lest
charged with peddling beof in
Cuttrvo,
He came to town with
the men

that made the Brrest and
while he was feeding his team at
the livery birn they , a
tempted to
tie him
on som t aco mat

bjt

Judge Harbin mkrcetdoi and h
was allow, d to nuke tm b a, 411 1
go home,

Hi

.

trial hai been

for N (.v. it! i Hx.it!

Justice

s.jt;

Galle- -

The Rock Island Hotel U
having a stone building erected FOUR WQMEN
of cattle for
a wash house.
LEGISLATORS

L. M. McNeil has got his house
Mr. Adams is back again and
and moved on to bis
says it was very dry where he
place.
came from.
and
Jack Neely, Qen Buxton
Ed Hodges have been helping
E, E. Lyle has been listing for
Mr. Black move out from Cuervo bis father, and Mr,
H. Collins
is plowing on his plsce this week.
this week.
Mr. Ben Solberges and Tom
Mrs, Z. D. Boxton is quite sick
Price
were out on their claims
at this writing hope she will
Saturday and Sunday,
recover soon.

The One Who

from

Muorous

'

complet-e- d

As news is scarce 'this week will

' Chas.

tfots at Saata Rosa.

and Mr Dove have in the neighborhood.
Mr. Cox and Mr,
12 months leave of

Mr. Smith

n

t has been so long since we ceived twelve
traps he had ordered
have had any moisture I almost froiu
Funstop Bio. or at. Lmi .
forgot to mention it, but it was Tluy were very lariz trans an,l
fine on the wheat and rye.
lukd l.ke they would hold a
cow.
He said ho had another
The pne Who Knows.

Powers were Cuervo

Boxton Items

;

of

B." Black,

greatly missed.
Or.
.Wooburn
reports the
Mrs. J. Collins and daughter
arrival of a fi le n lb
tut.y h'iy t
and Miss Lillie Lye visited Mrs.
j
l,hi tipntti of lr,
) H .'J'ur v
A. Keeter Friday.
Grove Thursday at 6:81) ' H
Miss Mae Keeter visited Mrs.
further reports tho boy is n mus
Tuch
Joe Obanon Tuesday morning.
as his father,
Mrs. A Keeter was in Cuervo

e

EARL

commenced

ground ready for spring,
Mr, Martin Lyle visited Mr Joe

Uitl

will b

is to

jet your trade and we doubt,
that appreciates it more.
Besides it i to row advantage to come to ua, where you will Had
the
!&rset stock, best of srdes and courteous treatemeut.

r

get

bus

his

J0

Li,v

n

Montoya,
Dobbin9 Sunday,
taking
proof on James T. Sells
Joe Dobbins is getting rendy to
move from Haile to his farm, lie Homestead, Willirm C. Mabry'j
has been a meschaut and black- and fave year proof fat Fillips B,
smith at Haile for two years aud Lucero.

BARBED WIRE & FEED.

Of Course We

Eva

Mrs. Martin

DRY GOODS & GROCERIES

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Santa Rosa

who

Mrs, Blanch Montgomeay'sj
Mrs. Harry Grove and
little
rand mother is visiting her.
daughter, of Amarilla, are here
John Wnodrrd, joe Powers. Ha
visiting at the home of Mr. and
erndon, Martin Lyle and daugh Mrs. Chas.
Grove.
ter were CutJrvo visitors Tuesday.

!
,

gS--

IT GROWS

HWEflBBI

QUALITY STORE- -

-- THE

yk tip j!

BMMm

Mrs. John Tylor, of Buxton
has been in
Colorado for some time is at home was here the first
part of the week
her
Mrs. Chas;
sister
visiting
Miss Lula Dvis visited
Mis
Grove.
ae Keeter Tuesday.

!

$

j

JLY:P

No. 32.

Mr. Arnold

THE YEAR05S tfiRffiflNCl

j

STATIONERY

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday November 18, 1910.

i OLDER ?!

J

and

J. D. John non of Buxton

in town.

Driver Colo.. Njv. 10.. Pour
--

was

wornon will sit in

ihu

Eivana!!

Thursday looking hale General
Assembly of Colorado as
a result of Tuesday's eleoteon
J. M. Smith was in town Wed They are Alms Lafferty, Louise
nesday delivering butter tq his U, Jones and Louise M Kerwin,
and hearty.

customers.

all

elected

on

the

Democratic
ticket, and Agnes Riddle, Republi
John Htaks was in town Thurs
can, R( presetting Adams. Arapa
a horse that was
day leading
ho and Elbert Counties
: saddled.
In the last General
Atsambly

Knows- -

William Lemuel Kirkpatrick, of Mrs. Lafferty, who was
Sau Miguel county was in town was the only woman

Halle Items
(Last weeks Items.)
I

Thursday taking in the sights.

lie.
tots,

TLtit ate

ed

no woo to

tna

t
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CUERVO CLIPPER

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

OF THE COCOS

COUNTRY

AWAKE

TO

WELL AT LAST.

DANGER

NEW MEXICO NEWS

Minor Occurances of More Than OrdTerrible Kidney Trouble Cured After
Increase of Sanatoria and Hospitals
inary Interest
Doctors Gave Up Hope.
Most
It
for
Consumptives
Gathered From
Ft. Sumner has organized a Masonic
Gratifying.
Mrs. F. M. Hill. 188 W. 10th St,
NEW MEXICO
CUERVO.
lodge.
Bachelor of 30 Inherits Throne
Iowa, says: "It makes me
Waterloo,
Antonio Laforet, aged 99, died at
The growth of the crusade against
shudder to think of my awful suffer
tuberculosis in the United States Is
Questa, Taos county.
and Vast Estate.
The latest divorce case originated In
ing. I was languid and weak and nev
Indians Arrested.
a tame of cards. Solitaire?
Governor Mills has appointed Victor shown to good advantage in the two
er tree from duu
issued
been
have
directories
by
that
Santa Fe. Six more Laguna Indians E. Hoggqulst of Cloudcroft and Marpain in my back.
for
Association
the
National
Study
Morsorsr, the airman avoids thn Is Absolute
bave ben arrested neat Magdalena tin Ewing Berry of Lakewood, Eddy the
My hands putted an!
Monarch
Over
and
Tuberculosis
Malays
and Prevention of
crush on the elevated loop platforms.
for slaughtering game on the Magda- county, notaries public.
my feet became to
Inhabiting the Cocoa Kesllng
one In preparation. The first tu- the
lena anl Datil forests. R. O. Pit tior.o
At Santa Fe Celestino Medrano,
swollen I could not
In
of
Islsnds
1904,
beculosls
Capital
Group
published
v.
not
directory
eat
should
be
as
Pueblo
fined, 15)0 aged 3, Bon of Felipe Medrano, was
good
Why
another
dogfish
Indin
wear my shoes. The
of
the
committee
tuberculosis
Has Population of 700.
the
Ins;, as the scientists declareT Catfish
by
laws.
for vl ilnung the
run over by a city garbage wagon
secretions
kidney
are.
Organization Socie
and killed while playing in the street. NewandYork Charity
were painful
and
listed
Association
National
the
London. His Majesty, Sidney I, the Otero County to Have New State Bank
ty
In
M. A. Otero
passage,
Treasurer
Territorial
frequent
con
133
new King of the Cocos Keeling
sanatoria and hospitals for
We bate to reopen a controversy,
Santa Fe. The Citizen's bank of
B. Wagner
I gradually
grew
but how do you play poker la Esper- Islands, Is In London engaged over Tularosa, Otero county, has filed In- has received from Walter
sumptives in the United States, for
San
treasurer
Juan
$876
of
county,
of which preliminary provision weaker until the doctors gave up hope.
some
the administration of the affairs of the
anto?
corporation papers, the capital being
was then I began with Doan'a Kidlate king, his father, whose estate has 115,000 and the Incorporators and d- and from Game Warden Thomas P. only has been made. The combined It
Coop
Pills and soon improved.
ney
was
these
of
institutions
There is an opening; for a popular Just been proved at the value of over irectors Q. C. Otis, Isaac Otis and Ella Gable, $105.
capacity
cured me."
use
tlnued
Educational
New
Mexico
beds.
Asso
Thirty-twThe
8,000
special
only
song about the aeroplane with a bro- $1,000,000, exclusive of his properties B. Otis of Tularosa, and Melva E.
Remember the name Doan's.
ciation will be twenty-fivyears old In dispensaries and thirty-ninIn the Islands.
ken wing.
Staner of Clearwater, Neb,
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents
a
December, and will have
birthday
organizations summed up
The new king received a representan
box.
Co., Buffalo, N. T
force
on the 27th, 28th and 29th ot practically
of
all
the
An appeal Is to be made to reason
fighting
tive of the London Leader In the anteparty
Pathflndlnp Auto Leaves Path.
in the first directory.
month.
enumerated
In dress.
that
Reason In dress Just at room of a city office in Whlttlngton
JUST FOR AN INSTANT.
Albuquerque. The pathfinding car
R. J. Rankin of Las Vegas has as The second directory was prepared by
present It hobbled.
avenue, and consented to be Inter- crossing the continent under the aus- for
Association
the
National
the
reStudy
viewed with a readiness that Is
pleces of the Touring Club of America, sumed the duties of assistant traveling and Prevention of Tuberculosis and
More twins were born this year In markable, to say the least of It, on
from New York to Ban Francisco, had uditor of the territory, succeeding
under the auspices of the
Chicago than ever before. Can this the part of a reigning monarch.
a little taste of the woolly WeHt near John Joerns, who is now clerk of the published
Russell Sage Foundation In August,
be charged to the comet?
King Sidney is a tall, spore young Raton, Wednesday evening, when it fourth judicial district.
1908.
This directory listed 240 sana
man of about 30, as brown as a skidded and
Sena
Monted Policeman A. A.
plunged Into a deep rock
toria and hospitals, an Increase of
A New Jersey Judge rules that only beechnut, with hlp-cheek bones,
of
Taos.
It
in
EllSeo
walls.
with
brought
Trujlllo
perpendicular
107 from the former directory; 158
sober men can get marriage licenses.
black balr, a carefully gully
took seven hours' hard labor and sev- Trujlllo was arrested at Tucumcarl on
an Increase of 126; and
dispensaries,
trained mustache, and a soft, caressIt's getting harder and harder.
woman
eral charges of dynamite to blast the a charge preferred by a young
195 associations,
an Increase of 158.
ing voice. lie was completely disrocks so the car could be taken out. at Taos. He was held in $500 bond.
The number of hospital beds listed
Under the new rules of football we guised In well fitting clothes of gray
The car was not seriously injured,
Work Is progressing nicely on the In 1908 was 14,014.
believe there will still be work for the and patent leather boots. An enor- as
It alighted right-sidup in tne scenic highway In the Santa Fe canon
The new directory that will be Is
mous emerald glowed upon the little
Sector and the ambulance drivers.
gorge, and It Is expected to arrive and connection with the switchbacks.
sued soon, will list over 400 sanatoria
finger of hit left hand a Jewel such here in a
day or two.
Steel pipe has been laid lu various and hospitals with a bed capacity of
The chill felt In the air Is due partly at none but a king dare wear, and
places to lead off the surface waters.
to the advanced season, and partly to from bis watch chain dangled a medal
nearly 25,000; more than 300 special
Safe Burglars at Texico.
and fully
of gold, struck In commemoration of
Report comes from the Estancla val tuberculosis dispensaries;
the Inevitable autumn coal bills.
The postoffice at
Albuquerque.
associations and
the discovery of the Cocos Koellng
ley that while potatoes are not as 450
rob
was
burglarized by
Football at women's colleges would Islands In the early days of the seven- Texico, N. M.,
large as they would have been had committees. Since the first directory
was issued in 1904, the Increase In
bers, who blew open the safe with there been more rain, the quality
be grand preparation for the stern teenth century.
or nitroglycerine
and made very good considering this has been a the number of agencies fighting con
business of bargain-count"Pray be seated," said his Majesty, dynamite
rushing.
with $200 In coin.
sumption aggregates nearly 600 per
bad year.
producing an aromatic cigarette. "The their escape of
The door
the office was forced
Fecke Were you ever on an auto
cent.
court I receive here Is quite unoffiA California girl of 7 years speaks
to
be
started
is
Organized boosting
The National Association for the mobile?
nine languages, says an exchange, and cial, I assure you. At the royal pal- with heavy Instruments and the in the Pecos valley this winter. E. C,
Weeks Yes; once. Were yon?
we presume she corrects her parents ace of New Selma It might be differ- thieves evidently worked quickly and Clayton of Artesla was In Roswell Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
" He waved bis hand airily. skilfully.
would like to get in touch with all
Fecke I don't know. I was merely"
Nothing but money was
ent
In all of them.
launching a plan to have a boosters'
"I am plain Mr. Sidney Cluntet Ross taken.
cover the en- agencies engaged In the fight against on the front dashboard for the frao
to
It
that
organization
tuberculosis, In order that they may tlon of a second, and before I could
Many registered letters were found tire valley.
That Paris professor who recom- here; and when I get to Cocos I shall
be listed in the new directory.
near the Santa Fe freight
pick myself up It got away.
mends devilfish as household pets, have quite enough of kingship to last this morning
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier
where they had been thrown
does not say whether they will bark me a lifetime. It's true that when I depot,
Slsneros
Juan
and
Jose
arrested
has
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
am at home I shall be a king with after they had been rifled.
AN
ITCHING
INTOLERABLE
at the family canary.
The robbery occurred about 3 a. m., at Enclno, Torrance county, and has
more power than moat monarcha, with
that Contain Mercury,
to
Vaughn, Guadalupo
a
to but the first known of it was when taken them
the sense ot tmatt
"Just about two years ago, some uHid mermiry wtU surely destroy
According to the health department a royal palace that cost fortune
a preliminary hearing on
for
to
county,
work
went
to
own
completely derange tne whole system was)
laws administer the postofflce employes
the fly wants to give the human race build, with my
form of humor appeared on my scalp, snterlna
tt through the mucous surfaces. Suck
cattle
of
the
stealing.
charge
found
the
place
should never be used except on prescrip
several bites that It will remember be In my own way, and no ministry to in the morning,
The beginning was a slight Itching but articles
tions irom reputaote pnyncians, as tne oamaKe iney
and the
At Santa Fe papers have been
wrecked by the explosion
worry me.
will do Is tea told to the food you ran possibly as
fore succumbing to the frost
worse
when
It
grew,
until,
steadily
Commissioner
served on Insurance
rive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactureA
"In my kingdom," continued his Ma- valuables gone.
combed my hair, the scalp became br 7. J. Cheney
A Co.. Toledo. O.. contains no mer
Jacobo Chaves In the suit of Martin
cury, and Is taken Internally, acting dlrecUy upoe
Prince Tsal Hsun wanted a daytime jesty, "there are neither police nor
of the comb-teetraw
the
and
ends
M
oi tne
C. Esllck of Roswell against the
The Constitutions! Convention.
would be wet with blood.
Most of the buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you gel the
nap and showed his familiarity with
Brotherhood of American Yeomen to
is taaen internally, ana maae m Toted,
it
American customs by taking It In Phil
Santa Fe. At a session devoid of recover $1,000 on contract for disa time there was an intolerable itching. genuine,
Ohio, by F. 3. Cheney A Co. Testimonials tree.
Bold by Druggists. Price. Be. per bottle.
In a painful, burning way, very much
sensational features, the constitutional
adelphla.
Tat Hall 1 Family rills tor constipation.
bility.
of
the
as a bad, raw burn, It deep, will itch
convention adopted the report
in
' Paris
the
C.
while
J.
plowing
Malloy,
hats three feet wJde have Just
committee on Judiciary which providet
and smart when first beginning to
A Realist on Hope.
arrived In the east. Evidently Paris
a comDlete Judicial system for1 the river bottom last week, found an In heal. Combing my hair was positive
William Dean Howells, discussing
in
some
dian at La Lande and after
has overlooked the fact that
torture.
new state.
My hair was long and tan realism at one of his Sunday aftercars are being used here now.
The efforts of the Democratic mi- vestlgatlon found a leaden ball. A gled terribly because of the blood and noons in New York, let fall a neat
were found also scabs. This continued growing worse epigram on hope.
nority were mainly directed to reduc good many beads doubt of its
being and over half my hair fell out. I was
A German
burgomaster complains
"Hope," said the famous novelist,
ing the length ot term of the supreme which removes any
nt the
of the womcourt Judges from eight to six years, other than an Indian. The Indian was In despair, really afraid of becoming "is not, really, an angel In a diaen who havs nothing to do at home.
phanous robe of white, but only the
tbelr salaries from $6,000 to $5,00, dead.
totally bald.
iDon't they play bridge whist In bis
"Sometimes the pain was so great wisp of hay held before a donkey's
H. C. Glmson, the premier of coyote
year, and of the district Judges from
nose to make him go."
town?
$4,500 to $4,000, the creation of coun-t- y Catchers, appeared at the Raton court that, when partially awake, I would
courts in place of the probate courts house with 98 coyote, 10 coyote pup, scratch the worst places so that my
ED GEERS, "The grand old man," he
would be bloody. I could
Eallne; sand for the benefit of one's
and to have Judges elected at a sepa and 15 wild cat scalps, all caught dur finger-tip- s
Is called for
he is so honest handling
Ihealth should be viewed by the publlo
tickets, Ing the past six weeks. During the not sleep well and, after being asleep horses
rate election on
in races. He save: "I have used
with an open mind until Dr. Woods
the nominations to be made by peti month of September, County Clerk a short time, that awful stinging pain SPOHN'S DISTEMPER CURE for 13
iHutehtnson has expressed his opinion
would commence and then I would years, always with best success. It is the
tion. Each ot these propositions was Twitty paid .out $286 In warrant3 for
A Native's Mansion.
only remedy I know to cure all forms of
of the practise.
voted down.
bounty on scalps and during the month wake up nearly wild with the torture,
and prevent horses in same taA neighbor said it must be salt rheum. distemper
The Judicial system ot the state Just past $244.
ble having the disease." 50c and $1 a botI am chief magistrate and
soldiery.
as
About the only creature capable of commander-ln-chlc- f
tle. All druggists, or manufacturers. Spoon
Cuticura
used
merely
Soap
Having
as well as king will consist of three supreme court
The story comes from Albuquerque
I now decided to Medical Co., Chemists, Goshen, Ind.
a toilet soap
Indulging la bobble skirts, aviation Just as my father was before me, I Judges to serve eight years, only one that a
big combination ot city power order a set ofbefore,
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"I shall take the credit for the entire affair," said Mrs. Ted, with a
sigh of absolute relief.

ByLydiaE.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
De Forest, wis.

an
"After
four

7

opera-Ho-n

years ago

naa pains down- iwura w DOia sides,
Ibackache. and a
1

weakness. The doctor wanted me to
hare another opera-tioItookLydiaE.
Pinkham's Vegeta-bl- e
Compound and
I am entirely cured
of my troubles."
n.

Mrs. AtrausTB

De

Vesfkriuun,
Wisconsin.
Another Operation Avoided.
New Orleans, La. "For years I

For-s- t,

suf-fere-

d

from Beyers female troubles.
Finally I was confined to my bed and
the doctor said an operation was necessary. I gareLydiaE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial first, and
was sayed from an operation."
Mrs.
till Kerlereo St, New
Lilt Pirnovx,
Orleans, La.
Thirty years of unparalleled success
confirms the power of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to cure
female diseases. The great volume of
unsolicited testimony constantly pouring in proven conclusively that Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
a remarkable remedy for those distressing feminine ills from which so
many women suffer.

If yon want special advice about
to jvirs.
your case write
at Lynn, Mass. Her i'lnkbam,
advice is
free, and always helpful.

An Awful Moment,

The company always Included many
delightful women, and I remember the
consternation caused among them one
day by Burnham, the scout. He explained that hevattributed his success
as a scout to the acuteness of his
sense of smell; It was like a bloodhound's.
"There's no one here today," he
affirmed, "who at any time anywhere
in the future I could not recognize In
the dark. Yes, I could tell you, and
you, and you," nodding at an alluring
group in modish apparel, "by the way
you smell."
For an awful moment the conversation flagged. McClure's.
,

The Test of Time.
Benjamin Hapgood Burt and TJ. S.
Epperson of Kansas City were motoring in Long Island the other day and
stopped at Evan's hotel In Douglaston.
They ordered large quantities of raw
oysters, some of which were throwa
aside by the oyster opener.
"How do you determine when an oyster Is bad?" asked Mr. Epperson.
"Tou wait a short time and if you
have ptomaine poisoning the oysters
were bad," said Mr. Burt "If you are
not ill they were good. That's the
only safe way to tell good oysters
from bad ones."
The Regular Far.
"WJjat makes you thlsk that young
man will be a success in society?"
"The fact that he has such an extraordinary appetite for tea and sal- 8TOPPED SHORT

Taking Tonics, and Built
Right Food.

Up on

The mistake Is frequently made of
nervous
trying to build up a worn-ou- t
tonics drugs.
system on
New material from which to rebuild
wasted nerve cells is what should be
supplied, and this can be obtained
only from proper food.
"Two years ago I found myself on
the verge of a complete nervous collapse, due to overwork and study, and
to illness in the family," writes a Wisconsin young mother.
"My friends became alarmed because I grew pale and thin and could
not sleep nights. I took various tonics
prescribed by physicians, but their
effects wore off shortly after I
topped taking them. My food did
not seem to nourish me and I gained
no flash nor blood.
of Grape-Nuts- ,
I de"Reading
termined to stop the tonics and see
what a change of diet would do. I
ate Grape-Nut- s
four times a day,
with cream and drank milk also, went
to bed early after eating a dish of
d

Qrape-Nut-

t.

"In about two weeks I was sleeping
soundly. In a short time gained 29
pounds in weight and felt like
different woman. My little daughter
whom I wai obliged to keep out of
school last spring on 'account of
chronio catarrh has changed from a
thin, pale, nervous child to a rosy,
healthy girl and has gone back to
school this fall.

"Grape-Nut- s
and fresh air were the
only agents used to accomplish the
happy results."
Read "The Road to WellviUe," la
pkgs. "There's a Reason."
ke
A bow
letter
Bye ma
apprara frees tlsM te tiasa, They
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1TH weight and measures
and true.
With stove of even heat,
Well buttered tin and quiet nerves
Success will be complete.
T

by Associated Literary Press

She leaned
forward In the coupe, and watched
the bridal carriage move leisurely
away from the curb before the church.
Through the open window she caught
a glimpse of Rosamond's head, with
Its veiling of old rose points, and
orange blossoms for a crown. "She
hasn't a thousand dollars to her name,
and he thinks she has millions."
Cousin Dexter did not smile. In
the first place, he was too well bred
ever to smile at any of Mrs. Ted's
social maneuvers, and another thing.
It did not appear to be a comic moment to him as he listened.
"So Charlton thinks he is getting
an heiress?" he queried innocently.
"I have told no untruths," Mrs. Ted
returned, placidly. "I merely suggested things. Tou know the way, She
was my guest, and so was he. And
it will be splendid for her."
"Why?" Dexter's tone was odd.
"Why? Because he has the for-

A

telegram

had been handed her
'

She had
by Mrs. Ted at the depot
crushed It In her hand, unopened, but
now, as Steve took up a magazine, and
actually started to read it, she remem-

1
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Vegetarians don't have much trow
ble In convincing bacon eaters that tt
is better to eat nuts and vegetables
than forty per cent meat

The aviators seem to have cansei
Pets are of all sorts. One of the the world to lose interest in those
most amusing and attractive is de other bird men the actors who are
scribed by Eha in his "Naturalist on playing "Chantecler."
the Prowl" This little animal was a
and besides many gentle and
Caruso's new title of "royal PrusJust lemur,
caressing ways, It seemed as If tt sian chamber singer," conferred by
possessed a certain sense of humor. the Kaiser, ought to be good for a
dollar a head more in this country.
Says Eha:

A fine cake is the flower of cook
bered the envelope, and tore it open. ery. It requires more care and juag-methan many other branches of
It was brief, and from her only broth
cookery.
er in Seattle.
A really good cake Is not a common
"Best love and congratulations to
sight, for we need to raise our standthe happy pair."
ards as to perfection along many lines
Something In the message made
the quick tears spring to her eyes, of cookery.
A cake to be in the blue ribbon
and tremble on her lashes. The happy
class should be fine grained, light
How could she ever be really
pair.
and
white and good flavored.
happy when she knew that Mrs. Ted This feathery
Is speaking for the regular buthad deliberately invited her to Beau-vol- r,
common as
in the hope that Steve Charlton ter cakes which are most
would take a fancy to her, and marry loaf and layer. Sponge and angel
her? He had seen her portrait first cakes should be tine of texture and
A fruit cake, rich wiUiout be
of all, and had fallen In love with that, tender.
so Mrs. Ted declared, and It was a ing soggy.
In filling a cake pan It Is well to re
Rosamond hated the
good match.
member that the center of the cake Is
word a match, a bargain, and excelthe part which will usually be the
lent sale!
She looked up, and met
as much
Steve's troubled glance. He saw the highest, bo spread the batter
to the sides as possible,, leaving a de
tears, and reached for her hands, in
pression in the center, tnen tne cane,
spite of the rest of the passengers.
when baked, will be level.
tune."
"Dear, don't cry, don't, I can't stand
The making of cake requires skill
"So Charlton has a fortune?" Dex- It. If any one has made a mistake.
ter merely repeated her words as It is I, and I'll stand for It. I should and care, with practise. Careful measthough they amused him, and It Irri- have known better all around. But uring is no small part of successful
' 1
tated the lady.
knew it was what you had been used cake making.
The mixing and baking are equally
"He Is Stephen Charlton, 1b he not, to, and as long as I couldn't give It to
of Nevada? What more do you want you I thought it didn't matter. We Important. Many a well made cake
to know? After the senator, his fath- loved each other, and my cousin is has been spoiled in the baking.
German cooks excel In the making
er, died, he went out West and turned bully good to me out at the mines
"
of tortes, the cake par excellence.
Into a marvel at Bllver mining, and
"Your cousin?" faltered Rosamond.
has reaped a fortune. It Is a splendid
"The other Steve Charlton, you They are rich in eggs and nuts and
thing for them both. He said he would know. The millionaire kid they call crumbs of cake or bread take the
prefer to marry a girl with money, so him out there. I'm only the under- place of flour. The following Is a deshe would be happy, and while I don't study. I'm chief mining engineer at licious one that may be made if the
pretend to understand what he meant, the Dominic Coalition, that's all, dear. directions are carefully followed:
of course, I knew as long as he had But I'll make
Walnut Torte.
good. I'm getting three
so much It couldn't possibly matter thousand a
Beat the whites of six eggs with
now, and making
year
whether Rosamond had any or not, stray bunches on the side. As the one cupful of sugar and a fourth of a
and they love each other dearly, so Coalition grows, I will grow, too. If pound of walnuts, grated, and Blx
there you are."
you can just be patient, and do as you grated lady fingers, two tableBpoonfuls
"Clever cousin mine," laughed Dex- please with your own fortune, I will of flour sifted with a teaspoonful of
Add the juice and
ter, suddenly, as they drove away climb up beside you soon, In the baking powder.
from the gray stone church awaiting money line
rind of half a lemon, cut and fold In
"
the happy pair."
I have no fortune, the whites of the eggs and bake In lay"My fortune?
"What do you mean?" Mrs. Ted Steve." Rosamond's hands grew
ers In a moderate oven.
chilldemanded quickly.
ed In his strong, close clasp. "What
Filling.
"Nothing at all," smiled Dexter. do you mean?"
Beat one egg yolk, add two
Rosamond had tossed his suit over
s
of
of a
'Mrs. Ted told me
sugar,
were heiress
her impertinent, thin, young shoulders to Heaven knows howyoumuch
real gilt cup of milk. Cook until the mixture
with no regard for his feelings or
Steve exnlalned. laboriously. coats the spoon then add
bank account whatever, and had chos- ter,"
of a pound of walnuts grated and a
I ve hated your money ever since
en Steve Charlton as her prince of
heard of It, but It had to go with you, little vanilla. Put between the layers
dreams, And Dexter knew the truth and I couldn't afford to
wait, I want and on top, or the top may be led.
about Charlton.
ed you, don't you know, girlie? You
A strange silence had settled over
Keep a pile of pumice stone to rehe happy pair as the train whirled don't blame me, do you?"
"And you haven't any fortune your move stains from the hands.
them out of the Grand Central on
Rosamond's eyes were soft and
their honeymoon. Mrs. Ted had even self?"
tender.
"Dlvll a bit," laughed Steve, recklessly. "It's coming."
"Neither have I, dear," she told him,
EOPLE who take pains never
happily. "Mrs. Ted Just made It all
to do more than they set
up so we would marry. She evidently
never
for
pani
thought you were the millionaire kid, than they do." get paid for any more
as you say, for she told me so, and
I've been miserable playing the part
A Dozen Divine Points.
of the beggar maid to my king. Is
tell how an oyster makes his
Can'st
Is it a nice little shack, Steve, where
shell? No! Nor I, neither. We have
we're going to, 'way up. in the moun- been
taught that the oyster Is poitains?"
sonous during the summer months.
Steve thought for a minute, and The old
adage, "Eat no oysters In
pulled out a
months which have no R," Is common
"It Is," he said, finally, emphati- to us all. May is the month In which
cally, "and we're going to it now. the spawning season
opens, and alWe'll get off this train at New
though they are never unwholesome,
catch an express back, and go June,
July and August they are poorer
straight for Charlton Peak, Nevada, In quality and lack flavor nature's
as fast as a western limited will take
way of protecting her own.
us. I don't like being patronized, and
A large proportion of the oysters
do
you, lady?"
petted,
consumed are eaten raw, so that It is
Rosamond flashed back a smile. In very necessary that
they should be
her old, happy way.
wholesome.
perfectly
"I may not be an heiress, Steve,"
If not absolutely sure of the freshshe said, half seriously.
"But I'm a ness
of the oysters, the liquor should
splendid cook."
be thrown away
and
the oysters
"You won't have to cook. I keep a washed.
'heathen Chinee.' "
"Dear, Donjt Cry. Don't, I Can't Stand
At the New Rochelle station, a wire
It."
Stew.
went back to Mrs. Ted.
Put the oysters over the heat with
"Don't worry about us. Going west
loaned them her bungalow up on the
cash In the their own liquor or an equal amount
Cape Cod coaat, and all the wings of Have one thousand in
or water, cook until the edges curl;
us.
"between
world
whole
fortune seemed faaning adverse hapadd aeasonlngs
of salt, butter and
"The
Pair."
Happy
penings away from them, but the two
and turn into the tureen. Scald
pepper
sat facing each other In the parlor car,
a quart of milk for a pint of oysters,
and neither spoke.
and pour over the oysters.
"How beautiful you looked under
Swiss Girls as Golf Caddies.
rose
that
point veil," Charlton said
Girls are employed as caddies on
Oysters a la Creole.
suddenly. "We will treasure it, dear, the
in Switzerland, and
Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter,
links,
Algle
won't we?"
are said to do their work unusual- add a slice of onion and cook until
Rosamond smiled with a flash of they
ly well. Many Americans have wonpale brown. Add one teaspoonful of
her old whimsical self.
dered why girls are not selected for flour. When brown add a cupful of
"We cannot treasure it, Steve.'
American clubs.
such work
In tomatoes. Cook until smooth, then
she answered. "It was loaned to me Switzerland by
the girls are decidedly add a pint of oysters; when the edges
by Mrs. Ted."
in their native costumes. curl add a drop of tabasco, salt and
Steve said nothing. It seemed odd picturesque
are considered preferable to parsley to taste. Serve on toast.
They
inat tne heiress to many millions
old
because they never
should have .to borrow a rose point boys bywhen men,
a golfer makes a bad Egg Plant With Mushroom Stuffing.
laugh
lace veil to be married in, yet he fan shot
Cut the egg plant In halves lengthor smashes a stick. This Is concled there might be some sentiment sidered a
for urchins on the wise, and parboil In salted water un
boon,
It
too
tor
about
the mind of man American links take a mischievous til the pulp la tender.
deep
Scoop the pulp
to fathom. .
In the wrath of a discomfited to within half an Inch of the skin.
"Are we going straight out to Ne- delight
In America and England, Chop the pulp fine, add half Its bulk
vada after Cape Cod, Steve?" she ask- golfer.
Is argued a girl cannot of chopped
the same
mushrooms,
ed presently, as the train turned out however, It
'of the work of a quantity of bread crumbs soaked In
of Mount Vernon towards the sound stand the Isstrain
said girls have neither stock or molsteped with water, half a
Mrs. Ted had painted pictures of the caddy It nor
the sporting instinct teaspoonful of minced onion, a
strength
Charlton lodge in the mountains that the
of butter and pepper and salt
to make a good caddy. Said one Amercost
to
close
had
$200,000 to build,
to taste. Fill the shells with the mixican
golfer
girl
concerning
caddies;
wnere tne waning days of the honey
moon would he spent Ted grinned a "The foreign amateur golfer, whose ture, sprinkle with buttered crumbs
of an hour.
chief qualification for being on the and bake
bit grimly.
ham may be used Instead of
"I'm afraid the life would be too linKs is nis correct goinng suit, no Minced
prefers to have a girl as a cad- mushrooms and the onion omitted.
rough for you, Rosebud mine, there doubt
Is a delicious as an accomIn that old shack of mine. We'll take dy because he at any rate is sure he This dish
a place at the Springs for a while, will not be laughed at for his clumsi paniment to steak or game.
he cannot esuntil yon get used to it all, 1 can ride ness, whereas he knows
Indian Pudding.
back and forth once or twice a week." cape the derision of healthy young ur The
Scald one cupful of cornmeal In a
"But I want to go with you, Steve." chins."
quart of boiling milk, add a cupful of
"It would be too lonely for you."
of a cup of suet and
sugar,
8afe.
"Oh, I suppose It would." She said
the same of raisins, a half cup of
no more. Why couldn't he underwbat
may
say
you
"you
please
stand that no place on earth would be about poker, but It never hurt me flour, cinnamon or nutmeg to taste
and two teaspoonfuls of salt. Add anhe
where
she
was,
would
that
lonely
any."
"Ob, you are one of those fellows other quart of milk and bake slowly
gladly wear doeskin and moccasins
three hours.
md tramp the wild ways with him? who always win, are you?"
But tfhe wondered how a palace of a
"Nope, I'm one of those fUows who
1200,000 lodge could be lonesome.
iwver play "
,
three-quarte-

PET

Eha In His "Naturalist en the Prowl"
Describes Llttls Animal Servants Afraid of Him.

Cake Making.

three-fourth-

A CHARMING

"I used to take Its soft hand and
examine its pretty nails. Each hand
had one long, sharp claw. Such a
curious arrangement puzzled me, un
til one day a flea showed me the use
of that claw. It bit the lemur under
the ribs. I expect the little beast had
reason to be thankful that nature had
spared one toe when It promoted it to
animals.
the order of
There never was a more charming
pet. He took life so gayly, and the
antics were so original. When my man
let him out of bis cage In the morn
ing, he would scamper straight to my
bedroom, look round with large eyes
brimming over with mild curiosity,
and, lightly as a rubber ball, spring to
my dressing table, where he would ex
Then he would
amine everything.
bound across the bed and land on my
shoulders, handle my ears gently, wondering what was In the hole, and
thrusting in his long tongue to And
four-hande-d

out

That was beyond human endurance,
and I would roll the little fellow into
a ball, wind his long, fully tall about
him, and fling him Into the bed. He
would be unwound in a moment, and
would skip away to explore some
more.
His hind legs being longer than his
fore, he walked slowly, with his head
down; but when in a hurry he would
stand up and bound along like a kangaroo, tall In the air, arms extended,
fingers spread, looking like nothing
one ever saw.
The servants regarded him as un'
canny, and fled at his approach. He
would give chase, and there never
was finer sport than to see the fat
butler In full flight up the long stairway, with the gleeful little demon
after him, three steps at a bound.
Youth's Companion .
SICK,

SOUR,

Baseball claimed nineteen lives darJust closed. Perhaps
all the unsafe and Insane elements of
that sport are not perched on the
bleachers.

ing the season

A man never amounts to much as a
some
until
newspaper
politician
springs the "deadly parallel" on him.

The balloonlsts who nearly starved
In Canada should have taken the precaution to borrow the Wellman cat as

a mascot before making their start.
Bacon,

at

40

cents a pound, seems

te

broken the high altitude record
tor meats. Now why not let the motor rest and come down a bit?

have

If a straw vote were taken on the
matter, we are prepared to believe
that about nine out of ten individuals
would declare that aviation is getting
far more newspaper space than it deserves.

Phila
Benjamin Franklin entered
delphia with a penny loaf of bread un
der his arm hut that was long before
the bakers knew how to booBt prices,
children.

idea

of an unbeatable champloa
who combines unequaled dexterity as a boxer with unsurpassable
kill as a typewriter.
Our

Is one

It is about this time of year that the
braces Itself for a terrlfle
of disappointment when word
that the turkey crop Is far below par.

world
shock
comes

Being a cautious man, no doubt Mr.
Barney Oldfleld will refrain from poking fun at Mr. Johnson regarding his
automobile
defeat at least while
within reach of those long arms.

UPSET STOMACH

The St Louis aviator who has cut
the price of flying lessons to $5 each,
or
DysHeartburn"
will be giving trading stamps next
Indigestion, Gas,
pepsll Relieved Five Minutes After
The survival of the fittest lent al
Taking a Little Dlapepsln.
ways what it seems. Think of the
Here is a harmless preparation swift death that comes to the last
which surely will digest anything you bardy files that survive the first
frosts.
eat and overcome a sour, gassy or
stomach within Ave minutes,
There are no automobiles in Haiti.
If your meals don't fit comfortably, Chicken
raisers there must find life
or what you eat lies like a lump of lead worth living.
in your stomach, or if you have heartburn, that is a sign of Indigestion,
The moving picture show cannot be
Get from your Pharmacist a
aocused of Increasing the stage-doo- r
case of Pane's Dlapepsln and take "Johnny" crop,
a dose Just as soon as you can. There
It must be remembered that the
will be no sour risings, no belching of
undigested food mixed with acid, no football casualties do not include the
stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or students who make their throats per
habit.
heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, manently lame from the rah-raDebilitating Headaches, Dizziness or
Intestinal griping. This will all go, HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
COI.ORA.UO.
and, besides, there will be no sour food Ipsolmen I.KADVH.I.B.
UoM, sllvsr, lead. It; cola,
sold. 8001 slno or copiisr.
left over In the stomach to poison your sllvtr, 76c;prices:
SI
Milling- envelopes and full pries list sent on.
breath with nauseous odors.
Control and umpire work
appUretlon.
United.
Keferenoe:
Carbonats National Rants
Pape's Dlapepsln is a certain cure
stomachs, because it
for
takes hold of your food and digests, it
DENVER DIRECTORY
just the same as If your stomach
wasn't there.
Relief in Ave minutes from all atom' DUn li LUlir, CIIANDIhk,.
natsf
ach misery Is waiting for you at any loi mailed frss. Cor. 19th Mammoth
Blake. Dsnvar.
drug store here in town.
cases of Pape's KODAKS and KODAK FINISHING
These large
Dlapepsln contain more than sufficient Mall ordors slven special
attention. All kinds
to thoroughly cure almost any case of
or
Gastritis
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
any other stomach disorder.
,

h

FINE

IVORY

NOW THE VOGUE

Toilet Table Accessories at the Pres
ent Moment Are Costly but Decidedly 8mart
All the toilet and dressing table
requisites are now found in fine ivory.
The only care needed Is to rub off
with a fresh, soft cloth, occasionally
using a rag moistened In alcohol if
spots occur.
These, too, are more
costly than silver, but are considered
very smart
The backs are monogramed in
In
black, brown, and occasionally
raised gold. Sometimes the sets are
shown with floral decorations, but
this la not so good style as is seen in
many of the Imitations.
waits celluloid sets with a mono
gram In black, dark green, blue, or
brown are now to be found In good
designs with simple lines. The latest
preparations are no longer combustible, and a full celluloid toilet set Is
a good Investment for a guest room
for a girl at college, or tor the chronio
traveler; for use In a bag they are
much lighter than any other ware.
The searcher after novelty can hay
her dressing table appointments in antique gilt, old Japanese lacquer, or
Dresden china.
Such a selection Is not for the aver
age buyer, as, unless rare workman
ship and corresponding cost are had,
the results are likely to be poor.
Not Seeking

JUST FIGURE IT OUT
rnt

you pay 115.00 a month
In 10 years you pay $1,800.00 and
do not own the house. Suppose you
us an average of 116.00 per mnnth. In 1
Suppose

par

years you will pay us 11,600.00 ana not
only live In the house but also own It,
wanted everywhere. NATION a Is
LOAN A Mil RBAL.TY
COMPANY, Mr.t
National Bank Bldg., Denver,
Colorado

The Oenver& Rio
Grande
'The

Railroad
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,f ,h. WORLP"

.

With Its msny brinrhee Is
hs Best Line to resc h the
Importsnt Cities snri Towns.
Fertile
Vslleys.
Mlninf
tamps, snd Yar Round
of the Rocks Moon tain
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Pullman

Sleeping; Cars
Denver dally

leave

vis

-

THE RIO GRANDE
lor

San Francisco

and Los Angeles.
California

without chsnre

Electric Lighted Sleeping Can
San Francisco

Trouble.

"I should think it would be the bug- of your life trying to get up' new
brand-nejokes," said the sympa
thetic caller.
"That," said the humorist, cheer
fully, "is the least of our troubles.1

Salt Lake Gty

hear

Wasn't Afraid.
said the grocer to the
dissatisfied customer, as the argu-- i
mant waxed warm, "don't get put out
He
"Oh, well,"

about It."
"I don't intend to," snapped the one- tomer. "And you can't put me out."

snd

Western

''

Pacific Railway

For fall psrtlcnlsrs. rites,
etc., sdafess

rime tsMe

FRANK A. WADLEGH

General

Passenger

Age at

DENVER. COLORADO

CUERVO CLIPPER
CUERVO.

"FRIEND

r the house he would build for Anne
supposing she would let him. Then
perhaps he slept. He must have
for he thought bees were murmuring
about him, and then he woke gradually and knew It was a human voice

THE
MAN BEHIND

Her Father's Daughter

NEW MEXICO
OF THE CHILDREN"

By ANNIE HINRICHSEN

a

0

By

girl's.
He opened his eyes, but did not
move. But the stranger lover had
not seen him. How could they, considering that they were leaning on
each other, searching each other's
faces ? The man was saying:
"And the three years we've wasted
when we might have been happy like

JENNIE 0. LOIZEAUX

(Copyrighted, igio. by Aiwciated Literary

GOLDS
BREED
CATARRH

Pru.)
Free of the office for the whole
afternoon, James Portland, after a
Copyrlihwd, tio, by AaaoclaMd UUmf Tim
hasty lunch, swung down the stseet,
Her Terrible Experience Shows
What more beautiful tiUe could a
me.
was the first break in bis power. A rejoicing In the fall splendor of the
would
marry
wish
"I
you
woman deslr than that of "Friend of
could
How Peruna Should Be in Every
this!"
Merle Adams had lost count of the politician's county is the cornerstone day and the thought that If he
tense
Many Children V And that waa what times he had told her tnis. Juacn of his success, and without It he ran find Anne he would take her for a
voice
her
The
broke
in,
girl
Home to Prevent Colds.
Margaret Madden of St. Louis waa time he said It, he made the state- have only an uncertain structure that walk In the woods. He had been un with feeling:
alld. She died a few days ago, and ment with the same argument and will soon go to piece. From end to able to get her on the telephone, but
fault! Could I ask you
own
"Your
Mrs. C. S.
ketches tell of her life spent In mak- with
aa the phone system was out of or- to marry me?
Could I tell you I Bare rser,
the same sincere conviction that end of the tate the press commented
bum-ti- l
dissee
1111
Woodthe
out
ing children happy. She held a
Men
reasonincident
to
and
on
and
politicians
der, he concluded
cared when you didn't ask me?
go
marriage with him waa the
land
Ave,
place In the community, conduct- able and foreseen result of her herej-It- cussed It.
ber.
such
are
geese!"
Kansas
little atore where candy and
ing
It was not so far a Jaunt to th
Congressman Morton's career wa
Then thye passed on, and Jame
and environment.
Mo,
City,
cake were aold, her patrons being
place which she Portland sat up straight and consid- write:
Tm not asking you to fail maaiy ended. He had lost his grip. At the funny old
"I feel it
entirely the little people of the In love with me, Cecilia," he weni first sign of weakness a hundred men and her father loved and would not ered hlmsell in a new light! He wa
duty to
neighborhood, and the never sold on. "I ask you to quit chasing new were ready to spring upon him and for the world have modernized, and worse than a goose he was a fool,
you and to
Another
them anything that by any poaalblllty fancies and
him
natural
hi
from
tear
power.
as the young man strode thitherward a blithering
Idiot of an Imbecile!
others that
go where your
could do them harm. The Bt, Louis inclinations load you. They will bring faction waa waiting; to rule the coun he
approved their taste. He ap Here he had been shadowing Anne may be af
come.
Ilk
Times devote an editorial to Mar- you
coreia-llvflicted
had
ty and the opportunity
straight to me. We are
proved, in fact, of everything, about like a ghost and as silent! Come to myself, to
but Without the support of his county be or connected with Anne her father, think of
garet Madden, and pay thia tribute:
realise
don't
said
It,
not
for
had
ages
he
you
spirits;
it,
speak f I
for Con- who liked him. her conservative bull
"The children knew ber aa a friend,
do. There is a bond botween us could not be renominated
he loved her. She had then thought Peruna.
of the
and when he died an account of her
out
Vou gress. He would
lelves.
our
subconscious
drop
the
"My trouasked
ever
herself too young had he
dog who was impartial, old Macy,
uniting
fl r s t
death published In a St. Louis paper
it suppressed below the plane political life, and although he would cook, who detested him because he her straight out to marry him? No ble
keep
came
the
after
bore a headline which contained
of consciousness. But it's there and always stand high In public opinion was
brown he had not!
Anne'
suitor
for
la
pretty
gr
lpp
children
of
man
'Friend
many
most
be
he would
word,
that
unhappy
I I h t or
Anne
If real and strong."
he rose and
hand and, very especially,
On, this thought,
In
That would not seem a great distinca politician shorn of hi power.
years
'Because you are a politician and
from his
who was airily and firmly brushed the yellow leaves
herself,
with
peofilled
la
a gathworld
to
the
order.
ago,
The convention was called
tion; but
my father Is a politician we must
but whose real heart's opin- hair and clothes, and the cobwebs ering in my
friendly,
at
distinction
no
won
ple who have
necessarily be twin souls? You are The routine preliminaries were gone ion of him wa evidently not to be from his mind. He struck back to- bead and
all. And It would be very hard to
1
totally mistaken. I am not your co- through. The delivery of oratorical
come by easily.
wards the paths. She was out with neuralgia,
su ff e red
The chairman
think of any kind of fame o lovely relative spirit; there Is no subconbegan.
masterpieces
the
In
Item
James
an
all
Mackintosh
he,
was,
There
however,
right,
most all th
and touching a that which fell to the scious bond between us. I am not In announced the name of Justice James
which he very Portland, would go and camp on her time. My
of
lot of thl Bt. Louis ahopkeeper. Tor love with you. I shall not marry Clarkson of the state supreme court. surroundingshated.Anne,
ears
John
nose,
on
was
Mr.
claim
Thl
her
sight.
thoroughly
porch and then
o be 'the friend of many children'
Justice Clarkson rose.
you."
Mrs, C 8. 8agrseiv
In His courage rose so high that he con- and eyes
was
who
Mackintosh,
apparently
lew
to
but
wer
vouchsafed
"ladles
a Messina
badly
"Mr. Chairman," he began,
For awhile you
"I think you will.
not
probrief
of
than
the
rather
the
lead
sidered
asking
for
girl'
of
affeoted
taking,
are
frlnnilahlna
largely
t'hiiriran'a
and gentlemen"
will chase fancies and form other atI think from your
cession of lovers.
for, the girl! He would at least put the last two years.
the heart not of the Judgment, of In
There was a faint hiss. The Judge
of Internal catarrh that I
description
of
his
out
the
neared
and
A
test
Portland
James
1
to
the
get
their
things
must have naa in&i aviso, i
tuition, not of expediency. It
stopped.
" be went on. house, he saw that which made him misery.
very severely.
blessed privilege to love thoae who do
"It Is my pleasure
his
swear
beneath
and
He struck along the winding path,
"Nothing ever reuevea me hk renot always attract attention from oiq
The hiss came again. This time It atop suddenly
runs. It keeps me from taking cold.
came
of
reached
he
the
the
Out
until
and
driveway
breath.
alert,
little
eager
the
see
only
You
come
from
may
was louder and seemed to
r people.
"With the exception of some deaf- I
Mackintosh with his blue car; and highway through the woods, a hard ness
cured.
ahon. the trembling mlle, the narrow
I am feeling perfectly
several parts of the room.
am forty-si- x
years old.
with beside him, trim In the blue suit that smooth, fine road for Mackintosh's
outlook and the long procession of
The Judge's face darkened
"I feel that words are lnaaequaw tw
machine, for Instance. And as he
dull day. But H I the heritage of
anger.
for Peruna."
Again he negan 10 speas. out
walked down it back toward town. express my praise
from one side of the room came a
the child that It can see the heart,
beIn
and
corner
a
he suddenly turned
Catarrh Bad Form.
catcall. It was answered from the
rather than the bare surface Indica
car. But
blue
same
hated
held
that
was
that
vision
see
Jtnnle
the
It
can
took
Mrs.
Darling, K. T. t. I.
up.
voices
other side. Several
tions. It
It was standing still; and in it sat a Broyrna Mills, Maine, writes: "I was
mot realised the power that was only
The chairman pounded on his desk
to do my work for four years,
girl alone evidently. Probably Mack unable
for order.
llatent. It aensea the kindness that
as I had catarrh in a bad form. I
under
the
back
his
on
more
wa
intosh
atn with sacrifice. It knowa
The catcalls grew louder. From all
coughed Incessantly, and got so weak
thing he hoped ardently for that and was confined to my pea.
han tha misleading What Is, and
parts of the room came a steady hissihis
"Peruna came to my relief and by
gait
sight Then he quickened
looks beyond Into the great domain of
ng. A man in the rear began to yell.
my
faithfully using It, I am able to dothat
he
sooner
sympa
the
he
that
a
was
Been."
Have
might
In
convention
moment
a
What Might
the
work. Peruna is the best medicine
wa
back
Anne's
and
thetic
helpful.
derlBive
wild uproar of Inarticulate,
I ever took."
toward him and she sat leaning listhoottngs.
seat
the
of
side
Tha Friend Ws Leave Behind
the
lessly against
The Judge ghastly, furious, stood
.
PARKER'S
I find the one great thing in this
not hearing him untH he came
In his place. A man caught the talis
HAIR BALSAM
stand
we
where
much
so
to
Is
not
Ctonra and twutmii th. bia
world
around the car, and close enough
JJ
of his coat and Jerked him to his
luuritnt growth.
iMw
Promote
as In what direction we are moving
A
vails to intor Gray
touch her. had he dared.
Mt
seat.
A doien of his friend sur
Hlr to Its Youthful Color.
Mfejif
To reach the port of heaven we muBt
started
and
she
"Oh!"
said,
a
him
rounded him, pushed
upon
sail sometime with the wind and
"You! "
chair and shouted to the chairman to
nnuiinii aciinst it. but we must
"Where's Mackintosh," he demand
order.
preserve
all and not drift, nor lie at anchor.
Thompson's Ey.Watif
ed, peering beneath the machine.
above the
As the Judge
appeared
Thar ! nne very sad thing In old
"Gone to telephone for help
crowd the hooting changed to a regfrioniiahins. to every mind which ls
He Was a Boston Boy.
I stayed
thing's beyond tinkering.
ular intonation,
accompanied by a
"Your little boy must be very Intelreally moving onward. It Is thl
of feet.
here," she finished a little lamely,
steady
stamping
l
That one cannot help using his early
and flushed, for there waa a new ligent," said a visitor to a
"Traitor, Traitor. Where Is Morson
teacher whose
friends as the seaman uses the log, to
nmethlne In the gaze of the man
ton?"
buildmark his progress. Every now ana
who looked straight Into her eyes, was forming Greek words with
The Judge dropped from his chair
It was ing blocks.
then we throw an old achoolmate over
Was It intention, mastery?
and burled bis face in his arms and
the stern with a string of thoughts "Trsltor. Trsltor, Where Is Morton?" around him the storm of execration
"Intelligent!" exclaimed the proud
certainly something that would not be
"He Is phenomenally gifted.
tied to him and look 1 am afraid,
parent
denied.
raged.
as strong as cobweb
of his early erudition,
an
to
As
away
with a kind of luxurious and sancti- tachments
example
haste
made
laugh
The
girl
From the gallery Cecilia Morton
to grip her,
what do you suppose was the first
monious compassion to see the rate Some day you will dismiss this pretty watched the turmoil with passionate,
that
the
thins
began
I shall wait."
" A. mil ha me. Jimmy." she said sud words he ever spoke V
Beheld That 8me Hsted Blue Car,
at which the string reels off, while rubblnh.
Some one had
Joy.
"Aud suppose," said Miss Morton wondering
" 'Papa' and 'mamma'!"
tie lies there bobbing up and down,
"Have you any marDies or
Some
demonstration.
denly.
this
" that
while
are planned
you
deliberately.
agreed with her eyes, laughing and Jack knife? We used to play mum-blet"Stuff and nonsense!" ejaculated
poor fellow! and we are .dashing
trained
with
filled
hall
one
the
had
sat Miss Anne. Again
waiting 1 marry some one elseT"
bent,
pleasure
father In a tone of disgust. "Why,
the
remember?"
the
along with the white foam and bright
and
peg
younger Portland knew himself to be the man
organized
a possibility, of couree. rooters
"That
ruffled
the
our
bows
at
the
day he was 12 months old he sudnot
be
would
some
be
manipulated
But
sparkle
Jeering chorus;
I
believe you will. You are delegates into
behind.
He
or
actual.
bosom of prosperity and progress, But don't of
mental
denly laid down his algebra and said
Into distance,
a certain atmosphere. one who knew that Judge Clarkson'
product
He walked bitterly on past the held up a hand to help her.
to me; 'Father, the longer I live the
with a sprig of diamonds stuck In ltl the
the
restore
would
humiliation
nubile
will
marry
not caring now what became
of the It is not probuble that you
more Indubitable proofs I perceive
house,
From Holmes' "Autocrat
go
a
lm
Anne,
out
minute,
he
Get
friend
of
bad
the
man
were
a
out of it If you
you prestige
It had
of his precious afternooh.
1 worn
that there is in Boston as much cutnat
Breakfast Table."
to
something
say
would run the state with an honest,
like this all summer. He ing
been
going
maenme.
lture to the square inch as there ever
Ms
answer
in
have
you
but
accepted
Harry Seldon, th all
perfectly organized machine. Being
been too late; try as be Come!"
had
was In the ambient 'area of ancient
alway
a very beautiful, very conventional lover, the politician of dreams and would, he was either not there to be
HI Illustration.
but began Athens!'"
She
again,
beau
so
laughed
had
seemed
which
theories
woman
Instinct
this
political
had
attempted young
Several times cyulos
or already
to obey him as he held her by
about th asked to go with him,
to trap the auctioneer who was selling shows Itself In a mental attitude, tiful to her, was running men
to some one else usually slowly
promised
Strong Preaching.
to steady her.
be
to
hand
one
hall
in
I
Imploring
You
will murry a, politician.
frantically
the retired druggist' stock of mediIt would have been
The minister's
daugWhen she stood safely beside him
cease their dishonor of a Mackintosh.
so
and
not
cine into an admission that the medl-lu- tend to be the one. But I bollove you quiet, to
It
been
tragic
of the supreme court. An un funny had
under the .crimson and brown oak by hter was returning with her parents
e
he boomed waa fake goods, but think you will marry Harry Beldon." Judge
is
tragedy.
tragedy
for him swept at twenty-threthe roadside, he was still holding to from church, where the district super"He Is a politician and perhaps a utterable contempt
But now things had come to the that hand. She pulled.
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"Two bottles
Cured My
Rheumatism
I have been a sufferer from rheumatism
for about two years, and
have used many liniments and pattjt medicines which gave me no
relief. A lady friend of
mine told me she had
used your liniment and
found relief at once. I
rot two bottles and they cured me. 1 think it is the best Liniment a person
can have in the house. I shall always keep a bottle in my house as long as I
can get it" Mrs. E. R. Wallace, Morrisons, Va.
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At Lead, 8. D., announcement Is
made by the Homestake Mining Company that hereafter all employes of the
company and their families would receive free medical treatment at the
company hospital.
Harrison Grey Otis and Harry
Chandler, assistant manager of The
Times were arrested at Los Angeles
charged with criminal libel as the re
sult of an article resented by labor
leaders. A similar charge was made a
few days ago and dismissed on account of a technical error. The charge
is brought by Andrew Gallagher of
San Francisco.
William Miller Graham, one of Cal
ifornia's oil magnates, Is enroute to
New York City to close an oil deal of
immense proportions, He is to meet
with John Hays Hammond and others
of the Continental Petroleum Compa
ny, which 1b struggling to defeat the
Standard Oil Company in its efforts to
control the supply of oil to be used
In the future by
liners.

recommend your liniment very

Sloan's Liniment instantly relieves
stiffness of the Joints, Sore Throat,
Hoarseness, Sprains, Neuralgia,
Better
Sciatica and Lumbago.
and cheaper than porous plasters.

PROCLAMATION,

Denver has adopted the initiative
and referendum by a very large ma
jority.
A bill providing for the admission of
Alaska to statehood will be Introduced
on the opening day ot the December
session of Congress by Delegate James
Wlckersham.
Nearly 2,000 more people left Nome
than entered the Behring sea city during the navigation season just closed,
according to figures compiled by United States custom officers.
The population of Los Angeles, Cal.,
Is 319,198, as compared with 102,479 in
1900, as announced by the census bureau. This is an increase since 1900
of 216,719, or 211.5 per cent.
California remains in the Republican
column. Hiram W. JohnBon has been
swept into the office of governor by
plurality which, estimated on a ba
sis of partial returns, may approximate

Mrs. James McGraw, of 1216 Mandeville St, New Orleans, La, writes s
I take pleasure in writing to you that I had a pain in my arm for five years,
and I used

and was completely cured.

WASHINGTON.
Postmaster
General
Hitchcock's
plan requires the magazines to pay increased postage on - their advert); Ing
pages and will warrant
posts
mall In the near fuage on
ture.
Provided the present briskness of
export traffic is maintained, the valuo
for the year of exported manufactures
for the first time in the history of the
United States will exceed $800,000,000,
according to a bulletin issued by the
Department of Commerce and Labor.
Census Director Durand baa issued
a statement
sustaining the bureau
figures placing the death rate of Fall
River, Mass., at 19.1 per 1,000 In
habitants.
This was the highest of
all American cities and exception was
taken by the Fall Elver board of
health.
Plans for an aerial military squad
ron will be presented to Congress, the
number of the air machines to be pro
vided being left by the War Depart
ment to the law makers. This has
been announced by MaJ. Gen. Leonard
Wood, chief of staff of the army.
President Taft personally present
ed to Lieut. Gordon Johnston of the
Seventh cavalry the medal of honor
awarded to that young officer by Congress. Lieut. Johnston was awarded
the medal for gallantry in action
o
against the Philippine Moros at

WESTERN.

Another Letter.

for one week

I

At All Druggists. Pries 25c., 50c and $1.00
Sloan's Treatise on the Hon lent Free. Address

DR. EARL S. SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.
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Cartridges are the best is
that they are made with precisely the same care, the
same tested materials and undergo the same rigid safe
guards, as the heavier calibre,

UMC ammunition.
UMC .228 are also made with the
heavy hollow point bullets, thereby
increasing their shocking and killing
power over the old solid bullet
Try OurNeWLtamk'iri
UMC .22 short. .22 long, .22
long rifle " Lomok," Smokeless
and Black Powder as you
wish.

Targets SappUed Free
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Washington. The progress of the
country as reflected by the records of
population and harvests and the general
conditions of International peace are
things for which thanksgiving Is es
peclally due for the year 1910, according to the annual Thanksgiving procla
mation Issued by President Taft.
The proclamation is as follows:
This year of 1910 is drawing to a
cloBe.
The records of population and
harvests, which are the Index of progress, show vigorous national growth
nd the health and prosperous wall- being; of our communities throughout
this land and in our possessions be
yond the seas. These blessings have
ot descended upon ua in restricted
measure, but overflow and abound.
They are the blessings and bounty of
God.
We continue to be at peace with the
rest of the world. In all essential matters our relations with other peoples
are harmonious with an ever growing
reality of friendliness and depth of rec-Is
ognition of mutual dependence. It
especially to be noted that during the
ast year great progress has been
chieved in the tjue of arbitration and
the peaceful settlement
of International
,
disputes.
Now, therefore, I, William Howard
of
the United States of
Taft, President
America, in accordance with the wise
custom of the civil magistrate since the
first settlements in this land and withthe rule established from the foundalon of this iflvernment. do appoint
Thursday, November 24, 1910, as a day
of national thannsglving and prayer,
enjoining the people to meet in their
cnurcnes ior tne praise or Aimignty
Qod and to return heartfelt thanks to
Him for all His goodness and loving
klndneBS.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and caused the seal of the
United Btates to be affixed.
Done at Washington, this, the fifth
day of November, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ten, and ot the Independence ot the
United States, the one hundred and
thirty-fiftSigned) WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT.
iy the President, Alvee A.. Adee, act
ing secretary or state.

Harness
soft as a glovo
tough as a wire
black as a coal
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Will Keep Your
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" would nlhtr praam (AW health s
nation 0an is tt$ mitt.
Thousands of people who are suffstint
with colda ire about today. Tomorrow
they may be prostrated with pneumonia,
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure. - Get a 23 cent bottle of Mun,
Cold Cure at the nearest draa
yon's
First Chauffeur I ran over a man
tor. This bottle may be conveniently
yesterday and It didn't hurt him a bit! carried in the veat pocket. If you ax
Second Chauffeur How was that? not satisfied with the effects of the
First Chauffeur It killed htm In- dv, send ui your empty bottle and wf
will refund your money. Munyon'i Ools
stantly I
Curs will speedily break up all forms ol
colds and prevent grippe and pneumonia.
A Sure 8lgn.
It check discharges of the nose and eyas,
inflammation
SM
Mr. Reuben," said stops sneezing, allay
"I understand,
and tonee up ths system.
"that your son is devoted fever,
If you need Medical Advice,
to the turf"
Doctors.
Munyon's
.i
They will carefully
vo
itnose
you bf
reckon ho Is," said the old
You are under a
free.
mail,
absolutely
kin
men. "Jahei
lay down on the
obligation.
grass tor hull hours 'thout makln' no
Address Munyon s Poctors, Munvon I
'
'V, okly.
laboratory, 53d and Jefferson streets, PhtV
complaint
adelphia. Fa.
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hours
During a recent twenty-fou- r
nineteen new cases of cholera and six
deaths from the disease have been officially reported at Rome.
Twenty-sipersons were found
guilty of plotting the Mikado's death,
BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING including one woman. The court recommends the severest penalty.
EVENT8 IN THI3 AND FORProtesting vigorously on behalf of
EIGN COUNTRIES.
the Mexican government, Senor de La
to the United
Barra, ambassador
States from Mexico, presented a claim
for reparation to the state department
IN LATE
because of the lynching of Antonio
Rodriguei at Rock Springs, Texas,

I

Judge Stlmson E. Baldwin, Just
elected governor of Connecticut, In replying to congratulations of his class
of the Yale law school, today reiterated his intention of bringing action
against former President Roosovelt
because of certain statements reported
to have been made by the latter concerning Judge Baldwin. In a brief reply to the students Judge Baldwin
said: "In my campaign I was assisted
by a controversy I had with a certain
and I have come to the
conclusion
that this
knows less law than you and I, and I
am going to teach him some."
stormed the Illinois
Suffragettes
polls but were firmly turned away by
the election Judges, who told them
they could only vote for university
trustees and a few other offices. The
more militant of the women brought
attorneys with them and prepared to
carry the contest to the courts. They
demanded the entire ballot In the
presence of witnesses, as a formality
in preparing their appeals.
In Wisconsin Francis E, McGovern,
Republican candidate for governor,
was elected and the return of Senator
La Follette to the United States Senate Is assured.
,
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Important to Mothers

Constipation
Vanishes Forevc7

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it

Pros.pt
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Signature
In Ubs For Over 80 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought,

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
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able
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Collateral.
"Can you offer any security?"
"Well, I'm willing to leave
wife."

in 190G.

President Taft is on his
voyage to the Isthmus of Panama to get
In personal
touch with conditions
along the big canal. He visited the
isthmus just before his Inauguration
In 1909, but since then various executive and engineering problems have
arisen and Congress soon must frame
legislation as to rates ot toll, form of
government, the regulation of the sale
of coal, disposition ot the
Panama
railroad and many other things. The
president expects to make various rec
ommendations regarding the canal at
the coming short session of Congress.
Mr, Tatt sailed on the armored cruiser
Tennessee, with the cruiBer Montana
as convoy. While officially known as
cruisers, these vessels have the general proportions of the battleships of
a few years ago, although they could
not stand "up very long agalnat th
modern Dreadnoughts.
SPORT.
The Southwestern baseball touria-menfor a prize of $1,000, in which
the El Paso Mavericks, the Douglas
(Arizona) Dons and the Cheyenne
(Wyoming) Indians participated, waj
won by the El Paso team. Nine gurr-ewere played, of which El Paso took
five and Douglas four.
Reduction of the number of called
balls entitling a batsman to first base
from four balls to three, and a revival
of the earned run are among
the
changes being considered by baseball
magnates for the betterment of the
season
game before another
rolls
around.
t,

GENERAL.
Dr. John J. De Praslin of St. Louis,
a Nicaraguan, fell 60 feet with his
craft in Washington Park and was seriously injured.
Strong pressure to end the express
Btrlke In New York has been brought
to bear upon the transcontinental
companies by the Merchants' associa
tion of New York.
The outlook Is poor for an early settlement of the garment workers' strike
in Chicago. The strikers declined the
agreement offered and
proposed
sought the aid of the Chicago Federa
tlon of Iabor.
Members of the Street Carmen's
Union at Philadelphia In a mass meet
ing voted to Instruct their executive
committee to call a strike unless the
two arbitrators who are considering
of the agreement
the construction
with the Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company make a favorable report ot
a certain hour, which has not been
made public.
By order of Maj. Gen. Thomas H.
Barry, superintendent of the United
States military academy, the entire
corps of cadets of the first claBS, num
bering 85, has been deprived of Christmas leave of absence, as punishment
for participation in the "silencing" of
Capt. Rufua E, Longan of the Elev
enth Infantry, an Instructor in military
tactics, Sept. 24 last.
Holding the Harriman systems con
trol responsible for grossly dlscriml
natory freight rates, the Portland
Lumber Company and other big lum
ber concerns in the Oregon metropolis
'
complained to the Interstate Com
merce Commission that they were be
ing shut out of markets In Idaho, Mon
tana and a part of Utah.
President Taft will soon receive
petition from the shippers . of the
United States, asking that active traf
fic men be appointed to the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
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Sore throat leads to Tonsilitis, Quinsy
and Diphtheria.
Wizard Oil
Hamlins
used ss a gargle upon the first symptoms
of a sore throat will invariably prevent
all three of these dread diseases.
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There is said to be a professor of
languages In an eastern college who
has mastered all the modern tongues
except his wife's.
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Prominent men everywhere)
use ths

8trong Winds and Sand Storms
cause granulation of the eyelids. PETTIT8
EYE SALVE soothes and quickly relieves.
All druggists or Howard Bros.,Buffalo,N.Y.
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The worst deadbeat Is he who re
fuses to pay a debt of gratitude.
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You Can Work Near a Window
in winter when you have a Perfection Oil Heater. It is a portable
radiator which can be moved tb
any part of a room, or to any room
in a house. When you have a
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Ahtohttfy moktltu mi odforloi
you do not have to work close to tho
stove, which is usually far from
You can work where you
wish, and be warm. You can work on
dull winter days In the full light near
the window, without being chilled to
.

the

tone.

The Perfection Oil Heater quickly

elves heat, and with one filling of ths
font burns steadily for nine hours, without smoke or smell. An
indicator always shows the amount of oil in the font. The filler-ca- p,
put in like a cork in a bottle, Is attached by a chain. This
heater has a cool handle and a damper top.
The Perfection OH Heater has an automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader, which prevents the wick from being turned
high enough to smoke, and Is easy to remove and drop back, so
the wick can be quickly cleaned. The burner body or nailery
cannot become wedged and can be unscrewed In an Instant for
rewlcklng. The Perfection Oil Heater Is finished in japan or
e,
built for service, and yet
nickel, Is strong, durable,
light and ornamental.
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B2.60 & S3.0O. Best in the World.
W. L. Oovoaa 08.00, $3. BO mini $4.00mhm
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Boy' Shoes, S2.0O,
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thm mosKf moonmmloml asAswa tor you ia Buy.
Do yon roallni that my shoes han been Um standard for over
80 yaars, that I mk and all mora S.OO, S.l.ftO and sM.OO
shops than any other manufantnrxr In tlia U.S., and that
I GIAKANTKK MY HHOKS to hold
UK FOR DOI.I.AK,
look ana m, batter.and wear long--r than any othar SUl.oo,
snap,
3.AO or sM.OO shoos you nun bnr ? OuhIIit rnnnu. It baa
mart my shoes THK lTKADKRa OF THK WOllI.n.
lou will be pleased when yon
my shoes benauee of the
lrtluTmk
lit and appearance, and when Itboy
cornea time for you to pur- enase another pair, yon will be more than pleased
neoanae
ccTFVfc0r1cM DouoTmm
V
the last ones wore so well, and aareyoa so munh oomfort.
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Household Lubricant
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TIN OILER

Is specially selected for any need In the
home. Saves tools from rusting. Can cannot break. Does not sum or become rancid.
MANUFACTURED
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SUodird Oil CompssT
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Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
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matEntered as second-clas- s
office
the
ter April 17, loots.at
post
at Cuervo, New Mexico, under the
Act of Congress of March 3,1879,"

BUJJSCKIPTION HATES
II.OO

ONE YEAH

.50

SIX MONTHS
THREE MONTHS

f

Attertlnlnir Katen Made

will send theCUERVO. CLLIPPE,
WICHITA WEEKLY EAGLE an 1 HE
ARKANSAS VALLEY FAKMEll each for
the county. And as
a present an Excellent pair of bpnng lension
pay 05
Shears, guaranteed to be the kind you
of
the
$1.25.
for
All
retail.
cents for
price
CLIPPER
CUERVO
the
send
For 1.35 we will
HIE
EAGLE,
WEEKLY
W'1CI11TA
Mo.
and
VALLEY
FARMER,
UKANS.vS
rui.T.'S MAftAZlNE to wersons in this
county, one year.
For ONLY ONE DOLLAR we will send the

For

r

,8S

$1 25 we

Knows on Appllcftio

A reader auks if Roosevelt did
not start the wholo insurgent
movement. No, he did not. He
and La
helped it but Cummins

FARMER, for one year to
in this county.
Cleveland, Ohio,

Nov.

10

The

Some Democrats uro booming
Governor Harmon of Ohio, for the

steel affairs conocrninsj the effects
of the recent elections on business
Among those quoted are the

Democratic nomiHee for pridoiu
following: C. S1 Price, president
n 1912 and Governor elwct Willthe Cambria Steel Company,
ot
iam, ot New Jersey for second
Pa, "With the polit
They are Johnstown.
place on the ticket.
ical situation having gone the way
Parting early and may break
the financial and popular senti
down before 191a arrives .
ment desired and with all radical

Fifteen thousand homeseekers

tariflor other legislation

practic-

increased

W. D. Murray.
Candelario Vigil.
Cbas. H. Kohn.

7. The
territory of New

John

J.

their term

or

Attention

during

.

of office.

See that your final proof is cor?,
Mexico as they rect, description and also names.
Report any error, to us at once by
are now divided .hto commissionwill be promptly attended
ers districts viz: One, two three , letter, it
Sec.

L. House.

counties

of i the

B. Cilcbrist

shall remain so divided in the
on County state of New
Mexico, provided
and Municipal Corporations.
however, that after six years from
Article
the adoption of this constitution
Section 1, The several count
the general assembly may, by
ice in the Territory of New Mex
general law, provide for their
ico as they shall exit at the time
of admission of the said
terri
At the fir3t general election to
declared
as
are
state
a
tory
hereby
be held in the state of New Mexico
to be the counties of the State of
there shall be elected tnree county

.

to.

Members of Commtte

first Pab. Oct.

NotCnalLand

1.

O&H

PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
u. s. Land office Bt sana re, n. u.
Sept, !8. 1910,
that
1
given
hereby
Notice
Rstefana Valdei. de Esquibelb.eir of Petra
Valdei. of Sanchez. N.M. who, on Sept.l, 190
tor
feectton 9,
made H. E. No.
P
M.
Meridian,
N.
S4.E.
15N.
Rant'e
Township
has filed notice of intention to make Final
clain
establish
Proof, to
five yeai
to the laDd above described, before G. H.
at Buxton
Uuxton, U. S. Commissioner,
New Mexico,
any
conjmissioner in each county of N. M. on 1Mb da of November 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sec, a . No countyseat shall be the state of New Mexico.
'
The
Ramon A. Trujillo. Jose E tfontoya, Beoit
three-fiftof Sancha'..
of the
moved unless
Ksquibel.aU
Maxclmiliano
Garcia,
commissioner from the first dis
N. M.
said
electors
of
qualified
county, trict shall be elected for a term of
Manuel R. Otero, Kegist'r
HAS GOOD WORD
at a tour
FOR NEW MEXICO. votin' on the
years from the
day of
uww:
First pub. Oct. si.
NotCoal
election shall vote in
general
after his election, the commission
NOTICE SOU PUBLICATION
'
Department ol he interior.
L. tavor of 6uch "m.oval, and three. er trom the second ana tnira disKansas City, Nov. 10.- -A.
U.S. Land office atsanta fe. K. Mex.,
cast shall be
October. 13. 1910.
Hackerott thinks some pretty wfse 'lifthoa11
tricts shall be elected for a term of
Notice is hereby elven that Dloniclo Madri l
seat-prettrelocat8
the
t0
i 9uircd
r.
couaty
two years from the
of Trementina, N. M. who. on March 7, 19 .
occasional make some
day of
No. 84S-(16768Entry
Homestead
made
of
shall
The
removal
proposition
ne
foolish predictions.
after the said election, and at the
and S t bWl,
SJS.t
S.J,
for
not be submitted in the same
T i3N, Rana S4 E, N. M. P
n
....!
first congressioual election to be Sectlon.4,
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention tomaka .
,uo,c
om;e
lu
um7
Ave year Propf. to establish clal n
Final
Kansas
after
of
central
that
on
held
day
years ago
to the land above described, before O, H
would never become a good place years.
the said first general election BuJttpn, U s. Commissioner, at Button.
be
N M.', on the 6th day of November, 1910.
new
beo.
No
shall
3county
to farm. Mr. Hackerott located
(here shall be elected two county
Claimant names as witnesses:
Braull-stablished which shall reduce any
Cicilifl Valverde. Julian Estrada,
n Osborne county, that state, in
commissioners one from the second
Creaeucio Eiirinias, aU ot
Vialpando.
of less
the early days, A few years ago county to a population
district for a term of tour years, Trementina, N. M.
Manuel B, Otero. Register
shall
than six thousand

EAULE and THE ARKANSAS VALLEY

Follette were actually working at
Daily Iron Trade Review today
it before Roosevelt climcd San
has leports from all parts of the
Juan Hill.
county giving views of iron and

or decreased

Squire Hartt. Jr,
Francisco Gauna.

person living

NOTICE

FOR

ProPsi"a

vtes

t

elul

luu

be remo ved to a place near Nara-VisN. M., where he now lives.

ncr

any

new county be formed containing

the.- -

and

one from the

third district

for

First pub. Nov,

4,

Not soal land

06863

a termjof two years, and at the
NOTICE FOR PUbLICATION.
Interior.
of
less population than three thou.
"Now we hear all kinds of wild
second congressional election there United Department
States Land Offlce, Santa Fe. N. M.
be
shall
new
nor
OotoberSliWIO.
any
county
after there shall be two commis
predictions being made about New sand,
that
Is
given
Notice
hereby
formed
unless
wilhiu
the
it
contain
Mexico and all that great stretch
sioners elected, one trom the third Cesario Jaramillo. of Cuervo. N. M., who, on
No.
1906, made Homestead Entry
of the value
ot arid country," said Mr Hacke limits thtreof propeity
district for a term of four years, July, for SEJ Sec 13 ' T. 9N. Ranua
of
as
million
one
shown and one from the first district for 43B. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
dollars,
rott, on Hie ocoassion of bis visit
Proof, to
tention to malie Final
are saying that by the last preceeding. tax returns. a term of two years and thereafter establish claim tp the land above described
here
People
city
before A. W. Brantley U. 9. Commissioner
and not then unless the remaining
Lukens Iron and Steel Company. never will it become a fit place to
at each congressional election one at Cuervo N. M.. on. the 8th day of
El paso Herald.
Los Angeles
December 1910.
or
the old county
of the county aommissioners suc- Claimant names as witnesses;
the election farm, and that it is impossible to portion of
CoatBviile, Pa.:
Martinez." Jr., EUseo
counties
shall
contain
each
ArmUo,
with the Eduardo
is passed and we know definitely raise crops there, and all that.
cessively, beginning
Apolonio Martinet Elfano Arm!)o, all of
million
of
toast
The Clippur office is furnished what to count
one
at
on, 1 think business Since I went to New Mexico I property
county commissioner from the first Cuervo. N. M.
Manuel R. Otero Redster.
of
with all necessary blanks for
five
hundred
thousand
dollars
Fin raised 50 bushels of corn to the
will now improve steadly.
commissioner
shall be
district,
to make
Tho locat- asscHsable valuation.
OSteS.
application
making
First Pub Oct. tl
ancial centers, too, will breathe acre. Jiut someone wilt say mat
elected for a period of f ar years Not Coal Land .FOR
PUBLICATION
NOTICE.
homestead
on
final
proof
was just a lucky year- - Well sup tion ot the county seats in newly
easier since the blow dealt to
Department, qjt. the Interior.
Sec. 8. All other county officers
U S. Land Office at Santa F N.M,
entries and will be made tree of certain
be
created
counties
shall
deter
it
shows
even
it
then
ws,
pose
ehall be elected for a. term, of two
influence,"
Opt. 15,' 1910
All
Is
that
Notice
a majority vote of the
given
hereby
mined
Mtra charges to claimants,
can
the
done.
When
what
be
by
The above statements clearly
years, but shall not hold the same FranK Bever, pj Cuervo, N, M., who. oa,
of
o(
this
work
desirous)
persons
financial right kind ot farmers get in there qualified electors residing within office more than four years out of March, S2nd, 190D, made Homestead E'ltry.
tho
indicate
large
I.
Section
No. 0956S,
lor
nature will please come in and it
the bouudiies of such newly creatION.. Range S4E., w. M.
concerns threw their influence to and when they get a little ahead
six.
Township
every
will be promptly attended to.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to,
will farm and make farming ed counties, respectively.
the detnociats to
Sec. 9. In case ot a vacancy malte Final commutation Proof.to establish
stop further they
be
Sec. 4. No county shall
described, befora.
claim to land aboye
It was said that
tariff legislation and head off the a success.
occunua; in tbe office of, county Estevan V. GalK'itos.U.S. court Commissioner.
or
divided
stricken
there.
any part
Newkirk, N.M. on the 7lh. day of December
BAIL FENCE PHILOSOPHY.
Presidents tariff commission move cen.ral Kansas would never
commissioner, tbe governor shall at
1I0,
from without first submitting the
amount
to
for
farming,
anything
of
fill the same by appointment, and claimant names as witnesses:
The man who gives good which had the endorsement
H. c. Willtie. o. 0. drove, E. A. Davis, Joe A.
but today we find that good farms question to a vote of the people
Col
Roosevelt.
in the case of a vacancy in any Clay, all of cuervo, N.M.
measure ia bushel and barrel will
111 that
Manuel R. Otero. Register.
an residing
out there are bringing SiUu
territory proposed other county office, or in any preget good measure it) the esteem ot
to be stricken from the county
in
I
Naw
live
where
Down
acre.
SOME INFERENCES DRAWN
hi neighbors,
cinct office, the board of county First pub. November, II
0J67J
Notici Fob Publication.
Mexico we have a
delightful nor unless a majority of all the commissioners shall fill the same
FROM THE RESULTS.
No man who is continually at
Department of the Interior.
soil.
The legal voters of said territory voting
C, s. Land Offlce at Tucumcarl, N. M,
odds with his neighbors can be at
Republicanism was triumphant climate and a very rich
by appointment;' and the person
Nov S9. 1910.
on the question shall vote for the
is
Notice
in the West: Democracy
thai
hereby
was first settlers lo any new country
hold the office
glvea
appointed shall
peace with God.
Junius F, Graifg of Cuervo, N. M., who, oa
same.
and
seldom
ahead
much
get
chance
very
a
it
Uutil next general election, or un- Auar. 14. 1907, made Homestead Entry
If we give tha truth
If
triumphant in tho K.ist
No. 19018, Serial No 0287i.for S Wi. Section.
Sec.5. There shall be no terri til the
most of them leave the country
will always take cars of us and Ohio be
vacancy be filled by elect- SO Township 8 N. Ranee 25. E N. M.
pointed to as an exception
stricken
from
any county ion
P. Meridian ha Bled notice of Intention to
poor. Ana the same can be said tory
save many a bitter heartburning.
according to law.
in the West, and Indiana as poss
make
to
Final Commutatioa Proof.
the voters
a
unless
of
the
aecond
that
in,
about
majority
lot
goes
We should always keep looking
Sec. ao. No person shall be establish claim to the land above described
ibly another one, Pennsylvania and
before W. C. Hawkms U, 9. Commissioner,
Troubles will 11 nd
for happiness.
but about the third lot that takes living in such terntojy shall po eligible to any county office unless at
N. M., on the S6th day
New Hampshire may be pointed
Montoya .
for
such
division:
and no he be a qualified elector and shall of December 1910.
hold will make it a go and win out tion
(is without looking for them.
to as equally significant exceptions
Claimant names as witnesses:
Some men try to put their
'his is the history of all these territory shall be added to any have attained the age of twenty J. M. Smith, W R. Smith, Sam Vancuren,
in the East.
That is the most
F. Nixon, aU of Cuervo, M, M,
S.
western states. Of course a great county without the consent of th fiye years, and, shall have resided
gnilty conscience to sleep by s sort
R. A. Prentice. Register.
seems
it
to
us,
of hypotism
the
of
the
but It seldom stays conspioioua results,
of
voters
the
who
majority
homesteaders
took
in
three
up
county
years preceding
of Tuesday's voting.
Whether it many
claims down where I live have county to which it is proposed to bjs electin,
put. Ex
United .Slates Land. Office,
is also the circumstance of largest
But tbe portion so
Santa Fe New Mexico.
and left. Most of hem be added,
up
proved
is not so certain.
Seen. There shall, at the first
It
A Great Bend woman lie- rd a limning
November J, i.olO."
sell out.
Then will come tbe stricken off and added to any election
be remarked, merely by way
at which county officers
knock at the door the other day may
TO HOMESTEAD
in
NOTICE
or
whole
or
second lot, and so on. But then county, formed in
of mggestion to him who cares to
are chosen and
there
and peeping out saw a caller. In
ENTRYMAN.
the practical farmer comes along part to a new county, shall be after be
elected in each precinct
this line of thought, that
three minutes that elapsed be. pursue
In Departmental
Decision
of
with 0 little mouey and plenty of bolden for tbe indebtedness of the
one Justice of the pa ice and one
In the West Republicanism
was
tween the time of the knock and
July 7. 1.9IO, (39 L. D. 73). it
successful farming will county from which it has been
who shall each hold
constable
and definitely progress- experience,
when she opened the door she thoroughly
was held that "Commutation is
been taken.
be done
his office for a term of two years
ive, whereas in the East its attim
the
allowed
straightened
officers
The
ot eich
Sec. 0,
up things
only upon a showing of
tude was ambigurous if not equivoProvided, that in precincts con
a
ou
cloth
the
We w ill club the Kansas City county shall ha as follows; Three
parlor, put clean
substantially continuous personal
cal. However curious, we think
taining five thousand or more intable hnd got out the cut glass and
with the Cuervo Clipper for county commissioners; one sherifi;
the land tor a
Star
habitants the number of jastices presence upon
it is a tact that cannot be successif it was comit
around
tis
of
fourteen months next
Jt,i5.
one treasurer, who shall also be
spread
ot the peace and constables may be period
fully controverted, that in the
mon, washed the baby's tace, put
submission of projf;
collector of taxes: one assesor one
preceeding
increased as provided by law
West Republican candidates and
REKORT OF THE COMMITTEE
a clean dress on it, and then
and residence prior to a leave of
clerk, who shall be clerk
county
, Sec. 12. The general assembly
platforms were more progressively ON COUNTY END MUNICIPAL
her
when
and
dress
own
absence granted the entryman can
Changed
of tbe probate court and also
shall provide for the election of
inclined than Democratic candiCORPORATIONS.
she admitted tbe visitor commencnot be added to residence subsecomboard
of
of
the
clerk
county
dates and platforms, while in the
such
other county, township,
lor' tbe frightful East the
and
ed apoligizing
missioners
recorder
quent to that period to m ike up
progressive impalse was
precinct ond municipal officers' at
look of things about tbe house more pronounced in the Demotho necessary fourteen months."
one superintendent of schools; one;
To Tho Convention.
publio convenience may require
v
and said she just couldn't keep cratic nominees and plattorms
Mauuel R. Otero, Register.
surveyor.
ot
and
office shall be
their
terms
Daniel Cassidy, Chairman.
tbe bahy clean and had quit trying than in Republican nominees and
first
The legislatrue; shall, at
as prescrioea oy law, not in any
M. L. Stern Secretary,
to, although it was dressed in its platforms. This, of course, like
sesion, fix the compensation 0
Subscribe for the Clipper.
all general statements, is snbject
case to exceed two years,
Labadie
officers, which shall not bef
Tranquilioo
Sunday clothes. Tribune.
county
Kxparticular exceptions,
Democratic
500 a day passed through ElPaso ally blocked by a
a
with
House
the
to
route
Republican Senate
during October en
should be
business
California and Mexico west const and President,
country, and probably not one of assured cf reasonably stable con
respond
them was handed a card or any ditions and
promptly
information about El Paso, the favorably "
A. F. Huston, president of the
between Kansas City and
best
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